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COVID-19 Safety Plan | Staff & Volunteers

Hi Team,
Thank you for your ongoing support of CAN programs! Our team continues to work hard
to provide safe and fun programming for our staff, volunteers and members during this
challenging time.
As the COVID-19 pandemic continues, recommendations from health authorities are
evolving on an ongoing basis. We are updating our procedures to ensure that CAN
programs are either in line with, or exceed, the best practice safety guidelines from all
relevant sectors.
This handbook outlines the safety measures recommended by the Provincial Health Authority
and WorkSafe BC that will be in place in CAN programs including mandatory masks, enhanced
cleaning, hand hygiene, and physical distancing.
To participate in our programs, you must read this handbook and agree to carry out
these protocols.
Thank you for continuing attention to our updated program safety procedures.

IMPORTANT UPDATES: JANUARY 2021
As we look forward to welcoming participants back for winter programs, please note the
following important changes.






Physical Distancing:
o Participants and staff will be required to maintain a distance of 3 metres on
the field of play, and 2 metres off the field of play
In/Outs:
o After the program has begun, there should be no additional participants,
parents, or staff members entering or exiting the facility. The entire group
should exit the facility together at the end of the program.
o In the case of emergency (e.g., parent must enter to provide critical
support), CAN staff must notify the front desk of who has entered the
building.
Spitting, Water Bottles
o There should be NO SPITTING during the programs. Please remind and
strictly enforce this with participants.
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There should be no spraying of water bottles.
enforce this with participants.

Please remind and strictly

Mandatory staff and volunteer training still in effect:
o Staff and volunteer training will be required any time there are major
changes to programs and may occur more than once per season if new
information needs to be communicated.
o These trainings are paid and mandatory for staff and strongly
encouraged for volunteers.
Avoiding social gatherings before and after programs:
o Staff and volunteers are reminded not to gather before and after programs
to socialize. We need to be very mindful of limiting social interactions.
Travel permitted between communities for work:
o This is deemed as essential travel and staff/volunteers are reminded to not
make any non-essential stops during your commute to and from programs

How We Are Adapting
Children’s Programs (Active, Multisport, Skate)







All programs will now feature a station-based format in which participants are
even farther distanced within the program area
All program activities are designed to be hands-free. Participants will focus on
skills such as running, jumping, hopping and kicking. Activities that require
touching equipment will be eliminated for this season.
The number of participants per program will be reduced for Winter 2021
Spectators are prohibited from entering facilities. Participants will be dropped
off at the facility entrance and CAN staff will escort them into the space.
New and exciting virtual program opportunities have been added

Youth & Adult Programs



In-person programs will be outdoors whenever possible
Our popular virtual programs for youth and adults will continue

Family Experiences



Family Experiences will look very different to ensure member safety and to adhere
to public health orders
CAN's focus at this time is to provide opportunities for CAN families to enjoy fun
experiences with their immediate household bubble in their local community
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The use of staff and volunteers will be minimized to support physical distancing
CAN will ensure that all host venues/attractions have comprehensive COVID-19
safety plans and will work to secure more experiences for families at outdoor
venues

Program Suspensions
 At any point in time, temporary program suspensions may occur in accordance
with mandates set by the provincial health authorities.
 Staff/volunteers will receive notifications of any program suspensions in a timely
manner. We appreciate your flexibility and understanding during this time.
No Spectators
 New health orders prohibit spectatorship of any kind. Parents/caregivers are no
longer able to enter the facility and observe programs.
 Participants will be dropped off at the facility entrance and CAN staff will escort
them into the space.
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CAN Safety Measures
Planning the Programs
As a rental group, CAN will work with facilities to understand and incorporate facilityspecific COVID-19 protocols. All recreation facilities in BC are required to have COVID
safety plans, in accordance with guidelines set by BCRPA and WorkSafe BC.
Onsite Supervisors will be required to complete a review of facility-specific protocols as
part of each facility orientation and sign off on their understanding of facility-specific
COVID protocols.

Training and Education
In addition to this document, CAN will be delivering a training session specific to COVID-19
safety.
All CAN staff and volunteers must:





Review this document and complete additional training and/or education sessions,
as required
Read all updates/notices provided to staff by email
Attend mandatory training sessions (via Zoom and/or in-person) prior to working
in programs
Agree to the terms as outlined upon signing their contract
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Location Specific Details
Staff are required to read all emails from Canucks Autism Network to ensure they are
aware of facility-specific safety measures. These may include: where to meet, capacity
limits, etc.
It is vital that CAN complies with facility-specific protocols or we could be at risk of losing
access to the facility, causing the program to be cancelled.

Before Your Arrival
All staff and volunteers must self-screen for symptoms before leaving for each session. To
do so, ask yourself the following questions:
1. Are you experiencing any of the following:
 Severe difficulty breathing (e.g. struggling to breathe or speak)
 Cough
 Fever
 Severe chest pain
 Difficulty waking up
 Confusion
 Losing consciousness
2. Have you been outside of Canada within the last 14 days?
3. Have you been in contact with anyone who has displayed symptoms of COVID-19 or
has been confirmed positive for COVID-19?
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If you answered “yes” to any of the above, please self isolate, visit a Covid-19 Test Center
as soon as possible and continue to self-isolate at home until you receive your results. I
you test positive you will need to continue to self-isolate for 14 days. If you do not test
positive you will need to provide a medical note or your negative test results before reentering the program.
If you need to miss a program, please notify your On-Site Supervisor of your absence.
Please email the Human Resources team at hr@canucksautism.ca if you have symptoms
of Covid-19, have been in contact with someone who has been diagnosed with Covid-19 or
if you yourself test positive.
Before you leave home, don’t forget your mask!

Prevention at Programs
There will be a number of changes to programs to ensure the health and safety of
everyone involved, including our mandatory face mask policy. Exemptions for our
mandatory face covering policy include anyone with an underlying medical condition or
disability which inhibits the ability to wear a mask or face covering including sensory
sensitivities. If you cannot wear a mask to the programs but have been confirmed into
programming, please notify our HR team at hr@canucksautism.ca.

Arrival Protocol
1. Put your face mask on, ensuring your nose and mouth is covered
2. If you do not have a mask upon entering remember to maintain physical distancing
of 2 metres or more at all times and ask for a disposable mask once you find the
CAN team.
3. Upon entering the facility, use hand sanitizer or find the closest washroom to wash
your hands.
4. Find your team. Answer screening questions for COVID-19:
Do you have any COVID-19 symptoms?
Have you travelled to any countries outside of Canada (including the United
States) within the last 14 days?
 Have you provided care or come in close contact with a person with confirmed
COVID-19?
5. You may be asked by your Onsite Supervisor to help screen parents, guardians and
participants. If participants arrive late, their Support Worker will wait for them
outside the facility.



If anyone answers “yes” to any of the questions, they will not be permitted to stay at the
program. Screeners should take appropriate precautions when screening, including
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maintaining a distance of at least 2 metres (6 feet) from those being screened.
If the participant and their parent/guardian answer “No” to all of the screening
questions, they will need to use hand-sanitizer before the program begins. If the
participant does not want to use hand sanitizer, their parent/guardian must escort
them to the washroom to wash their hands.

Personal Protective Gear


Wearing a face mask is mandatory. Staff and volunteers are to bring their own
personal masks as a limited number of disposable masks will be available for
staff/volunteers in the program equipment bag. To learn about how to properly
wear a face mask, please refer to the BCCDC’s mask poster. (Appendix A, 1.2)

Because face masks will cover most of your expressions, we ask that staff and volunteers
occasionally describe their facial expressions to participants. For example, “You can’t see
my smile, but I have a big smile on my face!”
Protective gloves are not mandatory; however, they will be available for those who want to
use them. It is advised to use gloves whenever handling cleaning products.
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Alongside face masks, hand hygiene and regular sanitization of equipment and high touch
surfaces are required in all CAN programs.

Practicing Respiratory and Personal Hygiene
Staff, volunteers and participants who need to cough or sneeze should do so into their
elbow sleeve or a tissue, refrain from touching their face and wash their hands
immediately after. Spitting and blowing your nose without a tissue is prohibited for all
participants, staff and volunteers.
Staff and volunteers should be diligent about monitoring hand hygiene. Hands should be
washed or sanitized after touching any high-contact surfaces (e.g., doors) or shared
equipment (e.g., program iPads, visual supports, etc.). Unless absolutely necessary,
equipment should not be shared.
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PARTICIPANT HAND HYGIENE
Staff are to enforce participant handwashing.
Participants are required to wash their hands
for a min of 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer
at the following times:












Upon arrival and before leaving
programs
After using the toilet
Before and after any transitions in
the facility (e.g. to another room,
indoor- outdoor transitions, etc.)
After sneezing or coughing
Before eating
Before and after touching their face
(nose, eyes or mouth)
After touching a high-contact surface
or another participant’s equipment
Whenever hands are visibly dirty
After contact with body fluids (i.e.,
runny noses, spit, vomit, blood)
When putting on or taking off masks

STAFF HAND HYGIENE
Staff are required to wash their hands for a
minimum of 20 seconds or use hand sanitizer
at the following times:














Before leaving home, upon arrival at
CAN program and before leaving
the program
After using the toilet
Before and after any transitions in
the facility (e.g. to another room,
indoor- outdoor transitions, etc.)
After sneezing or coughing
Before eating
Before and after touching their face
(nose, eyes or mouth)
Whenever hands feel or look visibly
dirty
After contact with body fluids (i.e.,
runny noses, spit, vomit, blood)
After cleaning tasks
When putting on and taking off
gloves and mask

Required Hand Hygiene
Rigorous hand washing with plain soap and water is the most effective way to reduce the
spread of illness. Participants, volunteers and staff can pick up and spread germs from
objects, surfaces, food and people. Everyone should practice diligent hand hygiene. Staff
should teach and regularly reinforce these practices with participants.
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How to practice diligent hand hygiene:
 Wash hands with plain soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Antibacterial soap is
not needed for COVID-19.
 If sinks are not available or close by, use alcohol-based hand rub. Individuals
should NOT use paper towel immediately after using sanitizer.
 If hands are visibly soiled, alcohol-based hand rub may not be effective at
eliminating respiratory viruses. Soap and water are preferred when hands are
visibly dirty.
 To learn about proper hand hygiene, please refer to the BCCDC’s hand washing
poster. (Appendix A, 1.1)

Physical Distancing
Physical distancing is required by all staff, volunteers, participants and family
members at all times during CAN programs.
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Remember to:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Avoid close greetings (e.g., hugs, handshakes, high fives)
Regularly remind participants about social distancing
Keep team meetings socially distanced
Remind parents/guardians and each other to maintain social
distance
Follow updated CAN curriculum that exclusively includes activities
that allow for social distancing
Stick to designated small groups as assigned by program leaders to
reduce exposure throughout the duration of the CAN program

Physical distancing requirements will only be broken in emergency situations to maintain
participant safety, such as when a participant is at risk to themselves or others. In these
situations, only those staff with up-to-date Safety Care certification and COVID-19 safety
protocols training may intervene. If these incidents occur, CAN staff will follow up
immediately with parents/guardians to address the situation and set up a plan for continued
participant safety.

Disinfecting


All disinfectants, detergents and hand sanitizers must be safely stored out of reach
and general sight of participants
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All staff and volunteers are required to read the instructions on the cleaning
products before use
All staff and volunteers should wash their hands after use of sanitizing products
CAN will select games that require a minimal number of toys and sports-related
equipment that can be easily cleaned. I.e., no stuffed toys or porous items.
All equipment used must be cleaned between participant use and after the
program

Illness While On-Site
Staff and Volunteers




Staff and volunteers who develop COVID-19 symptoms while at the program must
notify the On-site Supervisor, go home immediately, call 811, and self-isolate for 14
days.
After the symptomatic individual has left, a member of the CAN team must notify
the front desk to ensure the room is properly cleaned by the custodial staff before
the next user group.
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The symptomatic individual will not be permitted back into CAN programs unless
they can provide a doctor’s note stating that they are safe to return to programs.

Participants
 Participants who show signs of illness must be immediately escorted into the
facility’s designated isolation room or an area where they can physically distance,
preferably outside, if the participant is not at risk of elopement.
 Parents/guardians must be notified and advised to pick-up the participant
immediately.
o A minimum of two staff (rule of two) must stay with the participant until
their parent/guardian arrives. Staff must be wearing gloves and a mask.
Handwashing and social distancing protocols must be adhered to. If the
participant is willing and able, they will be asked to wear a mask.
 After the participant is picked-up, a member of the CAN team must inform the front
desk that someone fell ill to ensure the room is adequately cleaned by the custodial
staff before the next user group.

If someone in the program becomes ill, all other participants, staff and volunteers will be
notified and required to self-monitor for symptoms.
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First Aid
First aid involving program participants:



A First Aid Attendant will be identified at the beginning of each program
First Aid Attendants will assess the medical situation and gather as much information
as possible

If no critical intervention is required, the First Aid Attendants will first try to assess the
patient(s) from a 2m distance by asking the following question:
 Is this a minor injury that the patient can treat themselves?
o If so, attendant will instruct the participant to self-treat using certification
protocols
o If the patient(s) is a child or unable to self-treat First Aid Attendants will guide
the participant’s parent/guardian on how to treat the patient
If it is an injury that requires critical intervention:
o First Aid Attendant is to don appropriate level of PPE (face mask or
shield/gloves/gown/goggles or glasses) before entering within 2m of the
patient(s)
o Once treatment is complete, the attendant must sanitize all equipment with
soap and water OR 70% isopropyl alcohol.
o All those involved, must remove and wash any PPE that is not disposable and
wash hands thoroughly.

First aid involving staff or volunteer:


First Aid Attendant will assess the situation and gather as much information as possible
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If no critical intervention is required, the First Aid Attendant will first assess the
patient(s) from a 2m distance and ask the following question:
 Is this a minor injury that the patient can treat themselves?
o If yes, first aider will give instructions to self-treat following certification
protocols
If this is an injury that requires critical intervention:
o First Aid Attendant is to don appropriate level of PPE (face mask or
shield/gloves/gown/goggles or glasses) before entering within 2m of
patient(s)
o Once treatment is complete, attendant must sanitize all equipment with
soap water OR 70% isopropyl alcohol.
o When care is complete, attendant must remove and wash PPE that is not
disposable and wash hands thoroughly.

Safety Care

Staff who have up-to-date Safety Care certification and COVID safety protocols
training should respond in crisis scenarios. Staff who are Safety Care trained when it
comes to physical management need to balance the risk of the scenario with the risk of
the physical proximity.
As a reminder, Physical Management should only be used when the following criteria
are met:

o There is an imminent risk to the participant or others,
o There is no other way to safely intervene, and when
o The risk of not intervening is greater than the risk of coming into close physical
contact with a participant. Example: a participant runs out of the facility towards
the road, showing no signs of slowing down. Shouting “stop” is not successful.
In this situation, the risk of not intervening is that the participant could be hit by
a car. The severe consequences of not intervening outweigh the risks
associated with a brief intervention that ensures participant safety.
When it comes to Safety Habits, staff are encouraged to prioritize those that do not
require physical closeness including:
 Safety Stance rather than Elbow Check
 Hovering Elbow Check rather than touching the participant’s elbow
 Hovering Shoulder Check rather than touching the participant’s shoulder
**COVID protocols will be covered in upcoming Safety Care Recertification sessions.
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Toileting


Parents/guardians will be asked to ensure that participants use the washroom
immediately prior to the program start time. This should lessen the likelihood that
a participant will need to use the washroom during the program.

If a CAN participant needs to use the washroom during the program:
 In accordance with CAN policy, the participant must be accompanied by two CAN
staff (“Rule of 2”).
 Physical distance of 2 metres will be maintained in the washroom at all times.
Typically this will mean that one staff member will stand outside the stall, while the
other stands at the doorway.
 If the participant requires support to use the washroom, an individualized support
plan must be created. Please inform your Onsite Supervisor so that they can ensure
that the family is contacted to create a plan.

Notification in the event of a positive case
If CAN is notified that a participant, staff member or volunteer who attended a CAN
program has tested positive, the following procedure will be followed:



CAN will immediately contact the local public health authority to receive
instructions for how to proceed with communications to those at the program
CAN will contact the facility in which the program occurred to inform them of the
exposure
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Final Recommendations









All staff will be scheduled 10-15 minutes prior to the program start time to assist
families with the new COVID Safety Measures.
Please arrive at CAN programs in a clean pair of clothes, if coming from another
job.
Remember that face masks are required for staff and volunteers in all programs all
the time and physical distancing, hand hygiene and sanitization are of utmost
importance.
Bring your own water bottle and snacks, and do not share them. Use of communal
water and sport drink coolers/jugs is prohibited. Individual food and drink
containers should be sanitized at home as opposed to at the facility.
Share any concerns with your Onsite Supervisor or your HR team
(hr@canucksautism.ca
Some participants may feel anxious about returning to programs. Try to comfort
participants and encourage them to have fun with the new format. Different is
okay!

Thank you for helping us to reintroduce CAN’s in-person programs safely!

Questions or Concerns?
If you have any questions or concerns about this document, please email:
hr@canucksautism.ca
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APPENDIX A
1.1 BC Health Authority Hand Hygiene Guide
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1.2 BC Health Authority Proper Face Mask Guide

APPENDIX B






BC COVID-19 Symptom Self-Assessment Tool
Community-based measures to mitigate the spread of COVID-19
BC Centre for Disease Control - Information on COVID-19
HealthLink BC - Coronavirus disease (COVID-19)
Managing Anxiety and Stress in Families with Children and Youth Break the COVID-19 Outbreak
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